
 

Lead Engineer (m/f) Embedded Linux Systems 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your responsibility as Lead Engineer Embedded Linux Systems will be to further develop our existing product 

portfolios in the field of firmware and Linux applications. You will work with an international team of 

physicists and application experts on latest high-tech products and solutions in a fascinating and also 

remarkable environment and customer market. Be an active and important part for our success in shaping 

the companywide system- and architecture-strategy. 

 

 

 

Responsibilites and Duties 
 Continuous further development of our existing product  portfolios in the field of firmware and Linux applications 

as well as yielding new concepts, ideas and technologies  

 Design, conception and implementation of new application modules 

 Actively shaping an uniform architecture - and system-strategy in collaboration, among others, with our 

subsidiary company 

 

Skills and Qualifications 

 University degree or Engineering diploma in computer science, electrical engineering, information technology or 

similar 

 First-hand experience in the field of Embedded Linux und Shell-Scripts as well as very good knowledge of 

interprocess communication with DBUS and the field of the network technologies (DHCP, TCP/IP, etc.) 

 Ideally experiences with Xilinx Zyng or ARM Cortex-Ax as well as skills in the field of Linux Kernel, boot processes 

and Build systems like Yocto or Buildroot  

 Familiar with Versioning Tools like Git or mercurial as well as with hardware-related communication drivers like 

I2C, SPI, UART, USB, etc.  

 Teamplayer, able to communicate in German and English 

 Strong commitment, initiative and future based thinking as well as diligent and structured way of working, 

excellent analytical skills 
 

What We Do Offer 
 A permanent employment with attractive salary, social benefits such as a pension allowance and a performance-

based bonus as well as numerous team events 

 A diversified and challenging field of responsibility, the opportunity to bring in your own ideas as well as an 

excellent work atmosphere in Munich / from summer 2018 on in Haar near Munich 

 Ample freedom of decision-making, flexible working hours and flat hierarchies within a high professional team  

 Career development possibilities within a technologically challenging, international, high-tech environment 
 

Abstract thinking, finding solutions and developing strategies are characteristic for you?  Would you like 

to use all your project experience to develop and implement new ideas and concepts? 

 

Then we look forward to receiving your application via our online application form. 

 

Yvonne Heubeck 

+49-89-2877 809 0 

 

 

https://www.attocube.com/index.php/attojobs/application-form/

